Human Resource Management and Leadership (VO)
Prüfungsvorbereitung 29.04.2019

Theoretical Foundations
1)a)

Briefly describe the Hawthorne Experiments! What was the aim of the experiments in
the first place? (5 points)

Experiment carried out in a plant of the Western Electric Company between 1924 and 1927.
Aim of the Experiment:
Analysis of the relationship between quality and quantity of lighting and the efficiency of
industrial activity.
1)b) What were the main findings? Which paradigm shift the experiment provoke? (5
points)
The main findings were that the productivity of the employees increased through involvement of
the employees.
- Improve of social climate
- Working conditions (light) had no influence on productivity
- Autonomy and participatory (friendly) leadership increased performance and cohesion
- Hawthorne effect: positive effect of good personal relationships on performance
(relationship between experimenter and subject)
- Small groups have better solidarity and cooperation
Paradigm: Social Man = social conditions and interpersonal relations are the most important
things in life for human beings → happy cows give more milk (job satisfaction)
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2)a) Describe the characteristics of both classical theories: Max Weber´s “Ideal”
Bureaucracy and Taylor´s Scientific Management! (6 Points)
Weber

Taylor

2.b. Discuss both theories in the light of the example of Buurtzorg (4 points):
- How much does Buurtzorg rely on the principles of an ideal bureaucracy and scientific
management, if at all? Please elaborate!
- Do the assumptions about human nature play a role in Buurtzorg’s success?

→ Buurtzorg is a health-care organisation without “roles” or hierarchy, they only have regional
managers, but the nurses and teams have their own decision-making process, so none of the
above classical theories applies to Buurtzorg
→ Assumption about human nature: complex man - social man
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3.a. Describe how the basic assumptions about human nature have changed over time!
Which dimensions have been added over time? Which consequences did this have for
management theories? (7,5 points)

3.b. Briefly describe the main ideas of “soulful workplaces”! (2,5 points)
Life as a journey of unfolding
A life well-lived breeds success
Wisdom beyond rationality
Integration of mind-body-soul
Striving for wholeness with self, other, life & nature
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4.a. What is Karl Weick’s theory on sense making? Explain the tensions involved in the
sense making process! (4 points)
How can i know what i Think until I see what i say?
→ Sensemaking or sense-making is the process by which people give meaning to their collective
experiences. It has been defined as "the ongoing retrospective (=always try to give a meaning to
something after it happened) development of plausible images that rationalize what people are
doing" → constantly changing
Tensions: Image of others about Self and Role vs. Image of yourself
Perception of Self (individual identity) vs. perception of one´s role by others in the organization
→ needs for coping (=bewältigen): initiate sensemaking process

4.b. On which scientific paradigm is it based? (2 points)
Self-actualizing man: self-developing/actualizing individual that strives for autonomy →
motivated by the possibility of personal development
Complex man: people are influenced by many factors; complex man is adaptable and capable
to learn and acquire new motives → needs are constantly changing
4.c. Which implications can be drawn from this theory for motivation and leadership? (4
points)
We propose that evolution has produced a ‘drive for sense-making’ which motivates people to
gather, attend to, and process information in a fashion that augments, and complements,
autonomous sense-making.
5.a. List Frederick Taylor’s basic assumptions of Human Nature (Idea of Man)! (4 points)

5.b. What are Taylor’s suggestions for “Scientific Management”? (4 points)
Increasing productivity through scientific measurements and mass production
Separate clerical (=mental) and manual positions
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Studies, mass productions, measurements,...
Recruiting by specializations and special skills (e.g. size of hands, etc.)
Promotion depends on productivity
5.c. Is Taylor’s theory still relevant today? Support your answer with arguments (2
points)
No! No focus on market, social structures, etc……. Some aspects about mass production may
still be relevant today...

Additional Question (of the Exam 28.01.2018)
a) Entwicklung der Philosophie und der Tätigkeit von HR

b) Beispiel für Tätigkeit der postmodernen HR
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Legal Framework
1.a. Explain the Hierarchy of Legal Systems relevant for labor contracts. What does this
hierarchy mean in practice? Explain with an example! (5 points)

The direct consequence of this hierarchy is the fact, that each of the levels have to comply to all
levels above them. I.e. this means that you cannot agree on something in an individual contract
if it doesn’t comply to the collective bargaining agreements.
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1.b. What are features of an employment contract? (5 points)

2.a. What are works councils? Explain their role! (3 points)
Works council is a institutionalized employee representation in companies, businesses and
corporations. They represent all salaried staff in the enterprise in regards to maintain and
promote the social and economic interest → Betriebsrat
2.b. Does every company have a works council? (1 point)
No, a company needs at least 5 salaried workers/employees in order to found a works
council!
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2.c. List and describe the rights of works councils! (3 points)

2.d. Which management decisions require consent by works councils? (3 points)

Remark: Question isn’t answered directly in slides, but to summarize: Everything which makes
an impact on employees (privacy, salary, status within the company, working rights, regulations
etc.).
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3.a. What are the different types of employment? Indicate the underlying laws for each
type! (4 points)
Mainly there are white-collar and blue-collar workers (see below), but also other types!

→ civil servant = Beamter
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3.b. You are going to have an internship practical training in the form of an employment
next summer. What are the characteristics of this employment and what is the difference
to an internship (volunteer position) for training purpose? (6 points)

Practical trainings are actually bound to some liabilities and in return the trainee normally
receives the rights of a normal employee (see b). Normal internships without or with less pay
result in very little liabilities of the volunteers.
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HR Planning

1)a)
Target handling time = 800 * 1/10 + 600 * ⅙ + 100 * ½ + 40 * ¼ = 240
Necessary delay allowance fNV =
 1.3 * 1.12* 1.1 = 1.6
Actual delay allowance fTV =
 6 * 170 / 240 = 4.25
PB = 240/170*1.6 + 300/170 * 1.6/4.25 = 2.923
1.b. Interpret the result! (3 points)
Currently there are 6 secretaries employed and the actual demand is 3. The result (PB) has to
be rounded and according to the Rosenkranz formula 3 secretaries should be dismissed.
1.c. Discuss possible measures of human resource planning and staff assignment which
follow from the result. What would you concretely recommend? (3 points)
Already answered by b?
Other possible measures:
- Regression analysis
- Efficiency = Input/Output = Output/Time / Input/Time = Productivity/Wage rate

2.a. Name and briefly describe the three different methods for demand forecast. (3 points)
- Summative Method:
- Key-Ratios (e.g. professors per student, etc.)
- Span of control (number of employees/supervisor; ideal span = 6)
- Benchmarking (compare within industry)
- Expert survey
- Analytical Method:
- Calculation of the staff demand by given data (e.g. Rosenkranz formula)
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-

-

Number of operations, time needed per operation, working time per
person, etc.
Statistical Method:
- Calculation of demand e.g. by regression, uses uncertainty

2.b. What are advantages and disadvantages of each method? (5 points)

2.c. In your opinion, which method is best to calculate the demand for nurses in a
hospital? Why? (2 points)
Summative Method, because working with people and the social component of a hospital is
hard to calculate (+ only method where unmeasurable quality is taken into account); experience
is very important.
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Recruitment, Selection and Outplacement
1.a. What are criteria of a good selection process? Describe them briefly! (3 points)

1.b. What are, in general, advantages and disadvantages of interviews as selection tool?
Which types of interviews exist? How can the quality of interviews be improved?
(7 points)
Interviews as a selection tool have very low validity if designed poorly. They are troubled by
cognitive biases and systematic errors.
On the other hand interviews are comparably cost efficient and not very complex. Legal troubles
are rare.
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Types of Interviews:
●
●

Structured vs unstructured
Face to face vs telephone/online
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2.a. How to assess potential future employees? Please name different techniques and
describe two of them! (4 points)

2.b. Which cognitive biases can occur in this context? Briefly describe two! (4 points)
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2.c. How to increase the validity of recruitment interviews? (2 points)

3.a. What is an assessment center and what are the main characteristics of it? (5 points)
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3.b. When is it advantageous to do assessment centers? Why? (3 points)
The assessment center method was developed when people started realising that just asking
questions and interviews were not enough to prove a person's suitability. After all, almost
everyone will claim to be stress resistant, but only practice can show whether that really is the
case..
Using the assessment center method, candidates are tested for the qualities required for a
certain position. If it is an executive function, candidates will have to show their leadership
qualities in the assessment. If it is an organisational function, the assessment will focus more on
organisational qualities.
Quelle: https://www.123test.com/assessment-center-method/
3.c. Which alternative selection techniques are there? (2 points)
●
●
●
●
●
●

Interviews
Simulation and “Serious Games”
Personality Tests (low validity)
Ability Tests (acceptable validity)
Biographic Questionnaire
Online Selection Tests

For details to the techniques read the chapter! amk
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4.a. Which forms of contract dissolution are there? Please describe important
differences! (4 points)
See (6.a.)
4.b. Please describe the HR-instrument “Outplacement” and which aspects it should
include! (4 points)
Also see (6.b.)!
Die Begriffe Outplacement (engl.) bzw. Außenvermittlung bezeichnen eine von Unternehmen
finanzierte Dienstleistung für ausscheidende Mitarbeiter, die als professionelle Hilfe zur beruflichen
Neuorientierung angeboten wird, bis hin zum Abschluss eines neuen Vertrages oder einer
Existenzgründung.

4.c. Please sketch roughly how the emotional response to dismissal or termination could
be! (2 points)
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5.a. What are biographic information questionnaires and how are they developed? (4
points)
Questionnaires regarding past performance and behavior in order to predict how a candidate is
suitable for the job and how he will perform.
Also shared characteristics of successful workers for the same/similar position are evaluated
and the candidate is compared to those profiles/characteristics.

5.b. Discuss validity and reliability of biographic information questionnaires! (3 points)
Relatively high validity - low reliability
●
●

Efficient when screening a high number of applications
Efficient when not only yes/no answers, but also open questions are asked
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5.c. Discuss critical issues of this method! (3 points)

6.a. Please name possibilities of direct staff layoff and describe their main features!
(4 points)
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6.b. Name and describe two HR development instruments for personnel layoff! (4 points)

6.c. Why should HR development instruments be applied from the perspective of the
employer? (2 points)
As described in (6.b.) these measurements are perceived positively by the remaining stuff and
also may yield to suggestions for improvement and valuable feedback for the company.
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7.a. Please explain the problem of asymmetric information in the context of recruitment
and selection processes! (2 points)
The company can only describe the job profile and the company itself. The employee can only
describe what he is able to do and that he is willing to do so. There is a lot of room for
misunderstandings and a big difference in the knowledge base.

7.b. Explain the two possible strategies to deal with the problem of asymmetric
information! (4 points)
Two key ways to increase self selection and reduce asymmetric information:
1. Screening (e.g. interviews, probation time, piece work)
Efficient if unskilled workers have little chance to stay undetected during probation
2. Signaling (e.g. guided tours, credentials, hallmarks, work samples)
Efficient if credentials are easy to gain for skilled workers and difficult for unskilled
workers.
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7.c. What is adverse selection? (2 points)

7.d. What can be done against adverse selection? (2 points)

What can be done?
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8.a. What is meant by employer branding? Please indicate possible USPs= Unique
Selling Propositions and Success Factors. (5 points)

Success factors: Building a high trust workplace with camaraderie between employees, pride for
your job and respect and fairness between the company and its employees.
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8.b. What are, in general, ways to search for talent on the external labor market? What are
possible advantages and disadvantages to recruit on the external labor market? (5
points)
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Assignment & Job Design
1.a. What’s the Job Characteristics Model? Indicate its important features and describe them
briefly! (5 points)

1.b. Which predictive index can be calculated with the model and how? (2 points)
Motivational Potential Score (MPS): a predictive index that suggests the motivating potential in a
job
1.c. How can jobs be redesigned to increase motivation of employees? What will be most
effective in your opinion? (3 points)
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Quelle:
https://www.modu-learn.de/verstehen/personal-fuehrung/job-rotation-enlargement-enrichment/
Beim Job Enlargement erhält ein Mitarbeiter zusätzliche Aufgaben als Ergänzung zu seinen
bisherigen Tätigkeiten. Dabei handelt es sich immer um Arbeiten, die dem bisherigen
Anforderungsprofil entsprechen. Fachliche Weiterbildungen sind selten notwendig; der
Mitarbeiter wird auch nicht befördert.
Auch das Job Enrichment ist eine Form der Aufgabenerweiterung, allerdings mit einem
wichtigen Unterschied gegenüber dem Job Enlargement.
Beim Job Enrichment sind die neuen Aufgaben nicht auf dem gleichen Niveau zu finden,
sondern auf einer höheren Hierarchiestufe. Der Arbeitnehmer bekommt also nicht nur neue
Aufgaben, sondern auch mehr Verantwortung und Entscheidungsmacht.
Best: Job Enrichment, since climbing up the career ladder will probably boost the motivation
and therefore lead to higher productivity.

2.a. Please describe the job characteristics model of Hackman and Oldham into detail. (6
points) → siehe 1)a)

2.b. Which core job dimension of the Hackman & Oldham model is influenced by job
enlargement? (2 points)
für die Beschreibung der Dimensionen siehe Bild 1)a)
→ task identity
Evtl. task significance, feedback?
2.c. In general, what are advantages and disadvantages of work specialization? (2 points)
Advantages

Disadvantages

+

Little training necessary, easy
adaption

-

Monotonous physical and mental
stress

+

Easy assignment process

-

Decrease in adapting and change
capabilities

+

Short period of vocational adjustment

-

Restricted social interaction and
communication

+

Increases labor productivity and
quality

-

Monotony and alienation
(=Entfremdung)
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Group (Properties)
1.a. Please briefly describe the Five-Stage Model of group formation! (5 points)

1.b. What is meant by groupshift? (2 points)
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1.c. What are other phenomena that can occur in groups? Describe them briefly! (3
points)

2.a. Which criteria define groups? (2 points) What are benefits and disadvantages of
group work! (4 points)
Four criteria of groups:
1. Two or more people in social interaction
2. Stable group structure
3. Shared goals
4. Members perceive themselves as being a group
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2.b. Explain the phenomena of groupthink and indicate possibilities to avoid it! (4 points)
Gruppendenken ist ein Prozess, bei dem eine Gruppe von an sich kompetenten Personen
schlechtere oder realitätsfernere Entscheidungen als möglich trifft, weil jede beteiligte Person ihre
eigene Meinung an die erwartete Gruppenmeinung anpasst. Daraus können Situationen entstehen,
bei denen die Gruppe Handlungen oder Kompromissen zustimmt, die jedes einzelne
Gruppenmitglied unter anderen Umständen ablehnen würde.
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3.a. Please explain the group property “conformity” and describe the Asch experiment in
this context! (5 points)
Conformity: To give in to the opinion on the group because of social factors.
Would recommend just watching it (4 mins): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TYIh4MkcfJA
3.b. What is groupthink? What can be done against it? (5 points)
See (2.b.)!
4.a. What is meant by “roles” in the context of groups? (3 points)
Roles = Set of expected behavior patterns attributed to someone occupying a given position in a
social unit
Role identity = attitudes and behavior, consistent with role (expectations), create identity
4.b. Please briefly describe the Stanford Prison experiment! What are the main findings?
(5 points)
Students were put in an prison with some of them playing guards and others playing prisoners.
The experiment escalated very fast because the people acted based on their role without
reflecting a lot anymore.
Main findings:
According to Zimbardo and his colleagues, the Stanford Prison Experiment demonstrates the
powerful role that the situation can play in human behavior. Because the guards were placed in
a position of power, they began to behave in ways they would not usually act in their everyday
lives or other situations. The prisoners, placed in a situation where they had no real control,
became passive and depressed.
→ The role and its identity will impact the behavior of a person occupying that role.
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4.c. What are other important group properties? Describe them briefly! (2 points)
Next to roles there are:

5.a. Describe the Five-Stage Model of group formation! (5 points)
See (1.a.)!
5.b. What is groupthink? What are its main characteristics? (3 points)
See (2.b.)!
5.c. What can be done against groupthink? (2 points)
See (2.b.)!
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6.a. Please indicate the criteria of groups. What is the difference of a group and a team?
(5 points)
Four criteria of groups (repetition of 2.a.):
1. Two or more people in social interaction
2. Stable group structure
3. Shared goals
4. Members perceive themselves as being a group
A team is a group whose members have complementary skills and are committed to a common
purpose or set of performance goals for which they hold themselves mutually accountable.
6.b. What are benefits & disadvantages of group work? (5 points)
See (2.a.)!
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HR Development, Appraisal and Incentive Systems
1.a. List and describe the five different criteria for payment schemes (5 points)

1.b. Explain the difference between extrinsic and intrinsic motivation! (2 points)
Quelle:
https://www.verywellmind.com/differences-between-extrinsic-and-intrinsic-motivation-2795384

Extrinsic Motivation
Extrinsic motivation occurs when we are motivated to perform a behavior or engage in an
activity to earn a reward or avoid punishment. In this case, you engage in a behavior not
because you enjoy it or because you find it satisfying, but in order to get something in return or
avoid something unpleasant.

Intrinsic Motivation
Intrinsic motivation involves engaging in a behavior because it is personally rewarding;
essentially, performing an activity for its own sake rather than the desire for some external
reward. Essentially, the behavior itself is its own reward.
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1.c. What is the surprising truth about motivation (video)? Explain! (3 points)
→ if task is only manually (with NO cognitive skills needed); monetary rewards work for
motivation → only for simple & straight forward tasks
→ else: larger reward leads to poor performance
You have to pay people enough to make them not think about the money but about the work:
1) Autonomy: desire to be self directed
2) Mastery: the urge to get better at stuff
3) Purpose motive should be bigger than profit motive
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6XAPnuFjJc
2.a. Which different wage forms are there? Briefly describe them and give an example! (5
points)

2.b. What are reasons for fixed wages? (5 points)
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3.a. Explain the main propositions of the agency model! (4 Points)
- Optimizing Problem
- Target Function of the principal (=Chef/Auftraggeber)
- Constraints
- Agent maximizes his/her utility
- Participation constraint

3.b. What does the net success of the principal in this model depend on? Please show it
also graphically! (2 Points)
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3.c. What does Agency Theory suggest with regard to variable and fixed compensation?
(2 Points)

→ implementation with variable compensation and fixed ground salary will lead to less effort of
the employees
→ variable compensation recommended (higher point on the indifference curve)

3.d. Under which conditions do variable compensation models have no incentive effect?
(2 Points)
If the incentive system and payment schemes do not maximize at the same time the employee´s
and the organization´s fit
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4.a. Briefly describe the most important cornerstones of a typical performance
management cycle (yearly)! (4 points)

4.b. Summarize the most important guidelines for performance appraisals! (3,5 points)

4.c. Explain the SMART Objectives in this context! (2,5 points)
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5.a. Explain Tournament Theory (by Lazear & Rosen) for promotion! Why do people on
the highest ranks get substantially higher salaries than other employees on lower ranks?
(6 Points)
- Career ladder as performance tournament
- Imagine Nadal & Federer playing for a charity event and playing for a Grand Slam Final how much effort do they put in each event? What influences their participation?, etc.

→ Tournament theory suggests that workers can be rewarded by their rank in an organization,
suggesting why large salaries are given to senior executives: to provide a 'prize' to those who put in
enough effort to garner one of the top positions
(Quelle: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tournament_theory)
5.b. What are major advantages and drawbacks of performance tournaments? (4 points)
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6.a. HR development training methods can be distinguished along the dimensions “off
the job”, […..]. Name the other missing dimensions and give an example for each
dimension. (5 points)

6.b. Which guidelines should you keep in mind during performance/staff appraisals? In
this context, also explain the SMART objectives. (5 points)
→ siehe 4)b) und 4)c)
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Leadership Theories
1.a. Briefly describe the situational leadership theory (Hersey & Blanchard)? (2 points)

1.b. Describe the two dimensions and the four leadership styles proposed by this theory
(6 points).
Job maturity- ability to cope with the job
Psychological maturity - motivation and self-confidence
1.c. Which aspects can be criticized? (2 points)
See (1.a.)
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2.a. Describe the Leader-Member Exchange Theory (LMX theory) and the positive and
negative implications for employees. (5 points)

The positive and negative implications are the result of the implicit in-group and out-group
creation. See (4.a.) to (4.c.) for further implications.
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2.b. Please explain the main features of McGregor’s Theory X and Y. Why is this theory
relevant in the context of the LMX theory? (5 points)

→ Managers’ perceptions influence how subordinates behave!
3.a. Please explain the trait approach to leadership theories! (4 points)
Leadership is grounded in the person of the leader (most traditional explanation).
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3.b. On which idea of (hu-)man is it based? (1 point)
The patronized man. ( → Menschen müssen bevormundet werden)
3.c. Which aspects of the “Great Man Theory” have been criticized? (5 points)
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4.a. Explain the leader member exchange theory (LMX)! (5 points)

4.b. What are the consequences of leader behaviors for in-group and out-group
members? (3 points)
The groups are treated differently which will end up in a performance and satisfaction difference
between the subordinates in different group.
Also see (4.a.)!
4.c. In your opinion: what are practical implications of this theory for leadership? (2
points)
In consequence of the theory, performance between out-group and in-group subordinates differ
significantly. Which will also result in more turnover (=Wechsel der Angestellten) of the
out-group. Due to turnover this could end up in one big in-group with a well established work
culture.
If this is a good thing or a bad thing depends of the developed culture. If bad habits are enforced
the company could end up with an dysfunctional division which would harm it overall.
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After all this is why choosing the right leaders is very important for the success of a company or
its division.
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Current Challenges
1.a. What is a “token”? (2 points)
One possible downside of a corporate focus on recruiting people of color is the inadvertent
creation of a "token," someone who is viewed more as a representative icon than as an
individual.
When differences are highly visible, as with a person's race, token employees may feel the fate
of a people rests on their shoulders. "I often felt I was carrying the whole black race around with
me," says one lawyer describing her experience in a firm where she was one of three black
associates in a firm of 200 attorneys. "If I failed, it might shut the door on opportunity for people
like me forever."
Quelle: https://www.monster.com/career-advice/article/are-you-a-token-worker
1.b. What are the effects of tokenism? (3 points)

1.c. How do women usually cope with these effects (response strategies)? (3 points)
→ siehe 1)b) Response strategies
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1.d. What are possible measures against gender discrimination? (2 points)

2.a. What’s the “Glass Cliff” phenomenon and when does it occur? Please also explain
the “Glass Ceiling” in this context! (6 points)

The glass cliff is the phenomenon of women in leadership roles, such as executives in the
corporate world and female political election candidates, being likelier than men to achieve
leadership roles during periods of crisis or downturn, when the chance of failure is highest.
Quelle: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glass_cliff
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2.b. What can be measures against discrimination? (4 points)

3.a. What’s workplace bullying? Please describe characteristic features! (5 points)

3.b. Which factors can foster workplace bullying? (5 points)
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